PROTRACK II™ is the result of making our original
design better than ever before! Through countless hours of development based on customer
requests, customer feedback and LB Altimeters’s
renowned engineering, we present the only
audible altimeter and digital freefall computer
worthy to be called PROTRACK II™.

The ARES II™ is the evolution of hardcore digital
visual altimeters. ARES II™ takes full metal casing,
durability, superior engineering, larger screen, and
accuracy to the skies.
With ARES II™, LB Altimeters has created this new
generation of altimeters featuring the advancements listed here.

Learn more about PROTRACK II™ and other
LBaltimeter’s products on our website.
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FEATURES & FUNCTIONS

4 Climb to Altitude warnings
4 High Speed warnings with settings upto 19,990 feet
Can be used for Big Way formations, wingsuit setup or other events where four high
speed warnings are helpful
4 Canopy Descent and Low Speed warnings
The Canopy Descent alerts are essentially low speed alerts, which can also be used
by wingsuit flyers to keep track of altitude in preparation for separation and canopy
deployment
Powerful electronic logbook packed with advanced features
Continuously stores detailed information about the last 200-300 jumps depending on
the type of dive
Micro USB for connection to different types of applications
Visit www.lbaltimeters.com for software applications that support PROTRACK II™
Large LCD screen for easy and intuitive operation and quick access to information
All functions fully operational at
sub-zero temperatures
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Anodized aircraft grade aluminum case
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Display can be set in feet or meters

Scratch resistant lens made from hardened glass
Shock-resistant and water-resistant (3ft/2hrs)
Accurate reading on high contrast LCD screen
Bigger display with larger, high contrast numbers
Altitude offset
Playback of altitude/speed profile for the last jump
200 jump logbook
Operational temperature range is -30° to +60° Celcius
Strong yet light. Weighs only 70 grams
H: 14.5mm L: 64.5mm W: 44.5mm
Elastic band for mounting on wrist or arm
Uses Renata CR 2325 batteries

Always ON (Option: User selecta
ble power).
Low power consumption

Fully automatic. It continually records the
ambient air pressure, temperature and ad
justs the digital hardware to the local
elevation

Thin and ergonomic design ensures a comfortable
fit in your helmet

engineering altimeter
machines since 1976
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size comparison

COMPLETE

ALTITRACK™ is the only analog faced sport
altimeter that utilizes the most high tech and
durable digital components for accuracy.
ALTITRACK™ surpasses every other mechanical sport altimeter available.

The VISO II+™ is a digital faced visual altimeter for
those skydivers who prefer a digital over a traditional analog display. VISO II+™ is packed with
features and can be set to display altitude or
vertical speed. The large number LCD screen
is easy to recognize and read when the jumper is in freefall or under canopy.

OPTIMA II™ is so accurate that it has an added set of
warning beeps that can be set for a specific altitude
during normal and high speed landing approaches. This
feature has been added to aid both swoopers and conservative pilots alike, find the "sweet spot" for initiating
landing sequences.
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Electronic altimeter with analog scale
Altimeter with ergonomic fit with 45 deg. offset
scale
for easy line of sight viewing when mounted on the
hand
Asymmetric scale graduation in either feet or meters
Electro luminescent backlight for night jumps.
Can remain on for several hours
Smooth, accurate, non-erratic pointer movement
Shock resistant and water resistant
Automatic calibration to ground elevation
Scratch resistant lens made from high-impact etched glass
LCD for easy and intuitive operation and information review
Powerful electronic logbook loaded with advanced features
for immediate access at the rear side of altimeter
Long lasting 3.6 V lithium battery (LS 14250)

Actual dimensions:
2 3/16" x 1 5/8" x 7/16"
(56 x 41 x 13.5 mm)

High contrast LCD screen
Rugged rubberized coating
Electro-luminescent backlight for night jumps. Can remain ON for several hours
Automatic calibration to local elevation
LCD screen for easy and intuitive operation
Logbook with playback of altitude/speed profile for the last jump
Operational at sub-zero temperatures
Hand mount included
Stores up to 10 minutes of profile data for your last jump
Displays Alti-meter or Speed-ometer detail from exit to landing
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Thin, ergonomic, comfortable curved design

3 selectable warning altitudes
Choice of 1, 2, or 3 warnings
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Change warning alarm volume
4 memory banks for custom warning settings
Altitude selection interval: 10 ft
Displays current altitude during climb
7 step warning pitch

Records and displays jump information about the last 200 jumps
Choice of reading in feet or meters as well as mph or km/h

FEATURES & FUNCTIONS

Durable rubberized coating
LCD for easy and intuitive operation

The SOLO II™ is the most accurate, reliable, and simple audible
altimeter for any skydiving discipline. Whether you use SOLO II™
as your primary or secondary audible altimeter, SOLO II™ is an extremely important component of your overall total altitude awareness.
When combined with one of our visual altimeters and data
recorders, the SOLO II™ makes a perfect combination for total altitude awareness.
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SWOOP warning bank featuring unique
sequence of beeps to assist entering optimum
swoop corridor
Feet/Meter selection
Easy and quick to set on the ground or in the
aircraft and if the DZ elevation differs from that of
the airport
Built-in clock
ON/OFF mode
Built-in mounting holes; fits any helmet
Uses Renata CR 2325
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Durable rubberized coating
Super-thin, ergonomic, comfortable curved design
3 selectable warning altitudes
1st and 2nd warnings: different pulsating tones
3rd warning: high-pitched siren
Choice of 1, 2, or 3 warnings
Easy and quick to set on the ground or in the aircraft

Smaller, more
efficient design.
Mounts to almost
any headgear without a clip

Altitude selection interval: 500 ft
ON/OFF mode
Built-in mounting holes; fits most headgear
Uses Renata CR 2325

COMPLETE AWARENESS COMBO

ALTITRACK™ is also available in a stealth version with
black dial

Easy and quick velcro strap mounting
Storing up til 15 minutes data of each jump with a total of 6.5 hours recording (e.g.
400 jumps with profiles), including jump details from exit to landing, date, jump number, exit altitude, opening altitude, freefall time and speed statistics for maximum and
average speeds in True Air Speed (TAS) or Skydiver's Air Speed (SAS)
Display can be set in feet, meters, mph, or km/h
Accumulates the total number of jumps up to 19,999 jumps
Compatible with ParaLog for download of jump data to a PC vis USB connection
(ParaLog software and USB Track required)
Simulator for student altitude awareness training
Replay of any jump stored in the logbook with true pointer movement and readout
of speeds, altitudes, etc.

The QUATTRO™ audible altimeter features four memory banks
of warning altitudes for high speed and three for low speed flight.
It can also be set up to three climb warning alarms for the
ultimate in precision altitude awareness.

STELLA™ is the analog faced altimeter with a digital heart.
This model was developed to be the sturdy, accurate, workhorse altimeter of sport skydiving. STELLA™ is customizable to
your individual style with different sized STELLA™ elastic wrist
mounts in a variety of colors similar to VISO II+™ or a more
familiar hand/fingerloop mount (included).

The QUATTRO™ is specifically designed for advanced
skydiving disciplines: Bigways, Formation Skydiving,
VFS, Freeflying, Wingsuit Flying, Student, Tandem,
AFF, and also canopy related activities such as
accuracy and CRW.
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45 deg. offset scale for easy line-of-sight viewing,
when mounted on the hand/wrist
20 step adjustable electroluminescent backlight
for night jumps

■

Playback of last jump
Smooth, non-erratic pointer movement. Step motor controlled
Automatic calibration to local elevation
Scratch resistant, antiglare lens made from ultra clear,
high-impact etched glass

■

Shock resistant and water resistant
Long lasting 1/2 AA battery
Operational at sub-zero temperatures

Face size
comparison:

52 mm

48 mm

4 high-speed warnings allow settings up to
19990 ft and can be used for Bigway formations,
wingsuit flight setup and other precision skydives
where 4 high-speed warnings are needed and
desired
Track guide: 0.5 second pulsating tones between
the 1st and 2nd warnings help keep track of altitude separation of tracking groups or waves

■

3 canopy descent and low speed warnings:
The canopy descent alerts are essentially low
speed alerts and can also be used by wingsuit
flyers to keep track of altitude in preparation for
separation and canopy deployment
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We highly recommend always using original batteries
with your altimeters. Available in our webstore.
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